Thread the machine

To thread the left needle, pass the thread from left spool on spool stand, through hole 1, then through hole 2 in thread guide on top of machine, through holes 3, 4 and 5, over from right to left between tension discs 6, down under from right to left around thread controller 7, up into fork 8 of thread controller against the pressure of wire controller spring, up through thread guide 9, up and from right to left through upper hole 10 in take-up lever, down through thread guide 9 again and through two thread guides 11 and 12, down through left hole 13 in needle holder and from right to left through eye of left needle 14.

To thread the needle at the right, pass the thread from spool at right on spool stand, through hole A, then through the hole B in thread guide on top of machine, through holes C, and round the pawl D, over the wire E, down between tension discs F, down under from right to left around the thread controller G, up into the fork H of the thread controller against the pressure of wire controller spring, up through thread guide J, up and from right to left through lower hole K in take-up lever, down through thread guide J again and through two thread guides L and M, down through right hole N in needle holder and from left to right through eye of right needle O. Leave about three inches of thread from each needle with which to begin sewing.

Get set

Hold the ends of the needle threads with the left hand, leaving them slack from the hand to the needles. Then turn the machine pulley over toward you slowly until the needles move down and up again to their highest point. Pull on the needle threads and the bobbin threads will come up through the holes in the throat plate, as shown in Fig. 8. Lay the threads back under the presser foot and close the slides.

Go

You are now ready to sew—quickly, smoothly, easily. Just place the material under the presser foot, lower the foot—and go.